From small shops to
multi-plant complex
manufacturing environments,
Infor Barcode facilitates
operational efficiencies.

INFOR BARCODE: SHOP FLOOR
STREAMLINE THE SHOP FLOOR.
ERP systems are powerful, complex, stringent, and typically transaction-based. While it is vital for
a company to have a sound ERP system—like Infor™ ERP—as a backbone, these systems alone
often cannot accommodate the demands in a hyper-competitive environment requiring agility.
And that’s where Infor Barcode comes in. Infor Barcode’s mobile solutions for Infor are a solid
match for many manufacturers in today’s complex extended enterprise world. Infor Barcode
facilitates operational efficiencies by focusing on three areas:
• Simplifying: The complexity of screen-based reporting and the days of many, time-consuming
transactions are gone. With Infor Barcode’s device-based solution, multiple transactions are
“compressed” into one simple screen
• Automating: The Infor Barcode solution eliminates manual data entry with its mobile scanning
functionality that passes real-time information from the shop floor to your Infor ERP
• Eliminating: Labor reporting errors and inventory inaccuracies are reduced or eliminated
completely by incorporating the Infor Barcode solution with your Infor solution

KEY FUNCTIONALITIES:
• Patented, two-phase commit technology
• Fully integrated
• Web-based admin tool
• Real-time updates and field-level validation
• Hardware independent
• Customized parameters and tolerances

THERE IS A BETTER WAY.
At Infor, we work with a core belief. We believe in the customer.
We believe that the customer is seeking a better, more
collaborative relationship with its business software provider.
And a new breed of business software: created for evolution,
not revolution. Software that's simple to buy, easy to deploy
and convenient to manage. Our 70,000 customers in more
than 100 countries stand with us. We look forward to your
sharing in the results of our belief. There is a better way. For
additional information, visit www.infor.com.

• Quick implementation and fast, simple training
• Drop-down lists and function key configurability
• Multi-lingual support
• Multi-company, site

BENEFITS:
• Effortlessly create production orders
• Report operation completion by a simple scan
• Backflush both material and time, record production by
shift, display a session to show production history
• Record reject reason codes against the
individual operations
• Report production orders if the last operation is reported
as complete
• Create and print sub-contract purchase orders during the
operation transaction
• Report production order completion
• Receive shop floor orders
• Cross-dock based on a powerful parameter table
• Print move tickets
• Capitalize on lean features as Kanban requests, report
production without production orders, and
inter-company purchasing
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• Enjoy enhanced distribution and warehouse management
further simplifying tasks
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